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Abstract: One of the main topics of Smart Home (SH) research is the recognition of activities
performed by its inhabitants, which is considered to be one of the bases to foster new technological
solutions inside the home, including services to prolong independent living of the elderly. However,
current activity recognition proposals still find problems when considering all the different types
of activities that can be performed at home, namely static, dynamic, and transitional activities.
In this paper, we consider recognition of transitional activities, which is often ignored in most
studies. In addition, we propose a novel dynamic segmentation method based on change points in
data stream and construct an ensemble of heterogeneous classifiers to recognize twelve activities
(of all types). The experiment is conducted on the dataset collected over ten hours by a wearable
accelerometer placed on the person’s wrist. The base classifiers selected to form this ensemble
are support vector machine (SVM), decision tree (DT) and k-nearest neighbors (KNN). As a result,
the proposed approach has achieved an overall classification accuracy equal to 96.87% with 10-fold
cross-validation. Moreover, all activity types considered have been similarly well identified.

Keywords: smart home; activity recognition; data segmentation; ensemble learning

1. Introduction

Recent advances in wireless sensor network and ambient intelligence technologies have resulted
in a rapid emergence of smart environments. Among these, the Smart Home (SH) has gained an
increasing attention for its potential in providing enhanced quality of life within the home area. One of
the motivations for SH research is the worldwide increase of the aging population, since the elderly
have specific health issues that must be considered. This cohort is the focus, even though much of our
work is equally applicable for other people who face similar difficulties. If, based on SH, it is possible
to detect and interpret what this population do in their homes, we could think about enhancing their
quality of life, prolonging independent living and reducing caregivers’ necessary time and healthcare
costs in general, without losing the safety that a continuous and unobtrusive monitoring provides.
A proper detection and understanding of activities will enable an adequate handling of the inhabitants’
habits promoting the development of more suitable solutions to foster the aforementioned quality
of life.

Activities of interest within an SH may include Activities of Daily Life (ADLs) relating to self-care
and domestic tasks that are routinely performed by the inhabitant, and ambulatory activities relating
to either specific motions or postures of the person. The capacity of the person to perform these
activities without assistance can be considered as a reference for the estimation of the independent
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living level of the elderly [1]. The ADLs include self-care activities, such as sleeping, bathing, dressing,
eating, taking medicine, and domestic tasks, such as preparing meals, housekeeping, or watering
plants. Ambulatory activities, including sitting, standing and transitional activities (e.g., stand-to-sit),
are very useful for detecting the physical activity level, promoting health (e.g., doing exercise) and
detecting hazardous situations such as falls. There are different types of these activities, but the
common ground to all of them is that they should be recognizable as such by a non-technician.
The ability to correctly and automatically identify human activities, has the potential to lend itself to
a wide range of application, such as detection of health emergencies [2], recommendation services
for correct performance of activity steps [3], professional advice on routine lifestyle [4], anomaly
detection [5] or help in treatment prescription [6]. Nowadays there are several devices and platforms
available that can provide a good amount of quantitative data related to the activities performed by
the SH inhabitants. However, the transitions between multiple activities are usually ignored due to
their short duration [7]. These transitions would affect the final performance of activity recognition
system since they would be misclassified as the available classes, thus, the reliable translation from the
quantitative data to the specific activity being carried out remains a challenging task. In this paper,
we focus on recognition of three types of activities (static activity, dynamic activity, and transitional
activity) and further improvement of activity recognition performance, which aim to provide more
reliable activity recognition system in SH.

There are two main issues preventing the further improvement of activity recognition performance.
Firstly, due to the diverse time intervals of three types of activities, the optimal value of the time
interval for data segmentation is difficult to define. Too small a time interval may divide one activity
into two adjacent windows, which may result in a lack of sufficient information to an accurate activity
classification. Too wide a time interval may gather two or more activities into one segment and
introduce extra noise. To address this issue, we introduce the change point detection method to
divide the data stream adaptively, the change point refers to the time point that can be identified in
which the characteristic of a model is subject to sudden change at previous time interval. Secondly,
the single classifier has limited ability to classify the instances for all activity classes. Therefore,
combining the proper various base classifiers can make use of their own strengths and improve the
classification performance.

In this paper, a heterogeneous ensemble approach by combining various base classifiers is
proposed to improve the activity recognition performance. The main contributions of this paper are:

• Design an experiment protocol to collect data of static activities, dynamic activities as well as
transitional activities by using a small, low-cost, and non-intrusive wrist-worn accelerometer.
The data are collected from a group of participants in a real home setting scenario.

• Propose a change point-based segmentation method to dynamically identify a window’s starting
point and end point such that it contains the same activity samples.

• Build an ensemble classification model by combining various base classifiers using majority voting
combination function. The selection of base classifiers is based on the analysis of the classification
performance on activity classes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the related work in activity
recognition area. Section 3 describes the experiment protocol and data collection. Section 4 concentrates
the methods adopted in the development of the heterogeneous ensemble activity recognition approach
including signal preprocessing, feature extraction, and ensemble classifier construction. Section 5
discusses experimental results and performance on activity recognition. Section 6 provides the
conclusions and future work.

2. Related Work

Researchers have made significant progress in human activity recognition by using wearable
accelerometer. Another issue in most current literature is that transitions between multiple activities
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are usually ignored due to their short duration. If this issue is not addressed properly, these transitions
would affect the final performance of activity recognition system since they would be misclassified
as the available classes. Ortiz et al. [8] proposed a transition-aware human activity recognition
system for the recognition of six physical activities (walking, walking upstairs, walking downstairs,
sitting, standing and lying) and six transitional activities (stand-to-sit, sit-to-stand, sit-to-lie, lie-to-sit,
stand-to-lie and lie-to-stand) using the accelerometer embedded in a smartphone. The result showed
the support vector machine could achieve high classification accuracy with heuristic filtering approach.
Zhang et al. [9] proposed an offline unobtrusive system for monitoring basic activities as well as a joint
class of posture transitions. A novel hierarchical classification that combines rule-based reasoning
with support vector machine was adopted rather than using a single classifier. Due to the very short
duration of transitional activities compared to static activities and dynamic activities, the proper
selection of segmentation techniques has great potential impact on the success of feature extraction
and classification algorithms, directly resulting in the accuracy of activity recognition.

The sliding window-based segmentation method is probably the most common used segmentation
method for activity recognition. It adopts either fixed window size or dynamic window size to divide
the continuous sensor data stream into segments. To determine the most appropriate sliding window
size, Achumba et al. [10] conducted an experiment to compare the activity classification performance of
different sliding window segmentation methods with diverse window overlap values varying from 0%
to 90%. Their study illustrated that the 90% overlapping sliding window segmentation with window
size of 12 s contributed the optimal activity recognition accuracy of 98.38%. Dynamic sliding windows
segmentation method employs differing window sizes on activity duration based on different sensor
features. Noor et al. [11] presented a novel approach for dynamic sliding window technique applied
for recognition of static activities, dynamic activities as well as transitional activities. The proposed
approach specified a small initial window size which enables to segment dynamic and static activity
signals, and then expanded the window size to accommodate signal which is longer than the initial
window size. Krishnan et al. [12] combined the static and dynamic sliding window sizes and improved
the sliding window segmentation method by obtaining the adaptive size of the window depending on
the environment, the sensor data, and the monitored activity, to cope with the sensor events within one
window and between adjacent windows. Generally, the sliding window-based segmentation method
has the advantage of low computation complexity so that is suitable for continuous sensor data stream
over a long period of time. However, the determination of the optimal value for the window size
remains a critical issue. Too small window size may divide one activity into two adjacent windows
and result in the loss of effective information, especially for the activity with long duration, such as
cooking. Too wide window size may combine two or more activities into one window and introduce
extra noise for accurate activity classification. The novelty of this paper lies in dynamically detecting
change points in data stream and subsequently using these change points as window start position
and end position.

Data-driven approaches have been widely used in accelerometer data analysis for activity
recognition. These approaches commonly adopted machine learning algorithms and can be categorized
into three types: generative approaches, discriminative approaches, and heuristic approaches [13].
Generative approaches, such as naïve Bayes [14] and hidden Markov model [15], are flexible, capable
of dealing with uncertainty in the data. However, they suffer from the requirement of a large amount
of data for training. Discriminative approaches, such as decision tree (DT) [16], K-nearest neighbor [17],
conditional random fields [18], support vector machine (SVM) [19] and artificial neural network [20],
learn the features mappings to activity labels by creating the decision boundaries in the feature space.
For example, DT classification models have been successfully adopted for separating static activities
from dynamic activities [21]. In terms of dealing with more complex activates, SVM and artificial
neural network classification methods have been concerned due to their capability of separating
non-linearly separable classes [22]. Recent literatures have witnessed the increasing application of
deep learning on activity recognition task [23]. They have advantages of robustness in prediction
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and computationally efficient; however, they face the problem of overfitting. Heuristic methods use
a combination of both, which can generally achieve better performance than any single one [24].
In addition, recent results in addressing multi-class classification problems has indicated that the
adoption of ensembles of classifier models leads to increased classification performance over using
only single classifier models [25]. However, much of the previous work on ensembles of classifier
models considered only the same type of classifier models [26]. The single classifier has its own
strengths as well as weakness when dealing with the different classes during the learning process.
Moreover, the voting of various algorithms can decrease the bias among the classes occurring in the
usage of a single learning algorithm, therefore result in a relatively generalized classification [27].
In this study, we focus on heterogeneous ensemble of classifiers, which consist of classifiers are not
of the same type. Our goal is to determine if heterogeneous ensemble can be used to improve the
classification performance by combining various classifiers though the analysis of their classification
performance on different activity classes. Our approach is based on an ensemble of heterogeneous
classifiers. We have created a dataset with measurements related to different activities (of all types,
including transitional activities) and have compared the performance of using isolated classifiers with
several topologies of ensemble classifiers.

3. Data Collection

In this section, the experiment design and data acquisition process are presented in order to obtain
the acceleration dataset of twelve activities in SH. The acquired dataset is then annotated manually for
the following classification tasks.

3.1. Experiment Design

The purpose of this study is recognizing activities that are commonly taking place in real daily
life and necessary in taking care of oneself independently. Thus, twelve activities, that can be mainly
categorized into three types—static activities, dynamic activities, and transitional activities—are
considered in experiment design. The static activities, such as watching TV and sleeping, and dynamic
activities, such as sweeping and running, are not limited by performed duration. Transitional activities,
such as sit-to-lie and lie-to-sit, are usually taken place within a limited performed duration, they are
characterized by start time and end time which vary slightly from one person to another [28]. Based on
this, static activities and dynamic activities can be designed to perform continuously, while transitional
activities can be designed to execute repeatedly to get separately samples. Twelve activities that
purposed to be recognized in this study are: standing, sleeping, watching TV, walking, running,
sweeping, stand-to-sit, sit-to-stand, stand-to-walk, walk-to-stand, lie-to-sit and sit-to-lie. Table 1 shows
the brief description of the twelve activities into three types performed in the experiment.

Table 1. The taxonomy and brief description of monitored activities.

Type Activities Description

Static Activities
Standing Standing in the home area for 5 min
Sleeping Sleeping on the bed for 5 min
Watching TV Watching TV in the home area for 5 min

Dynamic Activities
Walking Walking in the home area for 5 min
Running Running on the treadmill with a set speed for 5 min
Sweeping Sweeping by using the vacuum cleaner for 5 min

Transitional Activities

Stand-to-sit Standing for 15 s and then sit down, keep sitting for 15 s, repeat 15 times
Sit-to-stand Sitting for 15 s and then stand up, keep standing for 15 s, repeat 15 times
Stand-to-walk Standing for 15 s then change to walk, keep walking for 15 s, repeat 15 times
Walk-to-stand Walking for 15 s then change to standing, keep standing for 15 s, repeat 15 times
Lie-to-sit Lying on the bed for 15 s and change to sit on the bed, repeat 15 times
Sit-to-lie Sitting on the bed for 15 s and change to lie down, repeat 15 times

Ten participants (7 males and 3 females) are recruited to take part in the experiment from the
University of Ulster. The participants are guided to perform the twelve activities by following the
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experiment protocol in the home area of smart lab. A tri-axial accelerometer embedded into a custom
wrist-belt is attached at each participant’s left wrist. This placement is selected since it is unobtrusive
and comfortable for the participant and is one of the most common locations to place accelerometers
in activity monitoring research [29]. Previous research has proven sensors attached at the wrist
provide relatively high rates of accuracy and sensitivity for fine grain activities [30]. The Shimmer
wireless sensor platform is used to record and collect the raw signals. Due to the small size and light
weight, The Shimmer wireless sensor platform can be worn by the users comfortably and appropriate
for long-term monitoring during the users’ activity performance. It contains an on-board tri-axial
accelerometer, with a configurable sampling rate up to 1 kHz and an amplitude range up to ±6 g [31].

The experiment protocol consists of guiding participants to perform a sequence of twelve activities
(as listed in Table 1) by using voice instruction of the researcher. Participants are guided which activity
to execute but not restricted the way to perform, which ensures the natural variability during the
experiment execution. For static activities, each participant is guided to execute standing in the
home area, sleeping on the bed, and watching TV in the home area with the posture that they feel
comfortable. For dynamic activities, each participant is guided to execute walking in the home area,
running on treadmill with a set speed, as well as sweeping by using the vacuum cleaner. All static
and dynamic activities are executed for 5 min. For transitional activities, each participant is guided to
execute stand-to-sit and sit-to-stand for 45 s (repeated 15 times), stand-to-walk and walk-to-stand for
45 s (repeated 15 times), lie-to-sit and sit-to-lie for 45 s (repeated 15 times), respectively. The whole
experiment takes more than one hour for each participant to finish.

3.2. Data Collection and Annotation

Acceleration dataset are collected in the smart lab located in Ulster University. Prior to data
collection, the device is calibrated when placed in orthogonal orientations by using standard calibration
techniques described in [32]. Raw acceleration dataset is collected with a sampling rate of 102.4 Hz
and an amplitude range of ±2.0 g (g = 9.8 m/s2). Previous work has shown that human activities can
be captured by signals below 18 Hz [33]. Therefore, the sampling rate of 102.4 Hz is more than enough
for capturing activities of daily living as well as transitional activities. The sensed data are stored in
the format of {time, acceleration-x, acceleration-y, acceleration-z}. Consequently, the raw acceleration
dataset is collected over ten hours, which contains 4,020,288 data samples.

The acquired data are then annotated with activity class according to the voice instruction,
then labeled with start time and stop time of each activity manually. Previous study has demonstrated
that transitional activities usually occur during the time interval from 1.45 s to 3.49 s [34], thus, take the
relatively short duration of the transitional activity and the possible delay in the activity execution
when following the verbal command from the researcher into consideration, 4 s is used as activity
duration to label the transitional activities that ensures to cover the whole transitional phase of an
activity. As a result, 2160 s dataset is labeled with twelve activity classes, which can be used in activity
classification tasks later.

4. Methodology

The collected acceleration dataset from the wrist wearable accelerometer are processed and
analyzed using MATLAB R2018a (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). Figure 1 depicts the computational
procedure of the proposed ensemble classification approach. The raw signals are firstly preprocessed
to remove the noise and to separate the body acceleration from gravity acceleration. Then the
time-series signals are segmented into windows by using the change point-based segmentation
method, each window is extracted as an input of 77 features. Afterwards, the heterogeneous ensemble
classification model is constructed by combing the heterogeneous base classifiers with the majority
voting combination function.
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4.1. Data Preprocessing

In general, the acquired raw dataset contains unwanted noise, which may be introduced by either
external vibration or movement of the sensor against the body due to loose coupling. Essentially,
all measured body movements are contained within frequency components below 20 Hz [35], thus, we use
a third-order low-pass Butterworth filter to remove the high frequency noise with cutoff frequency at
20 Hz. Afterwards, the dataset is filtered by a third-order median filter to remove abnormal noise spikes.
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4.2. Data Segmentaion

After data preprocessing, the data stream, which consists of the body acceleration component,
gravity acceleration component and the activity labels, is divided into windows by adopting the
change point-based segmentation method. The novel segmentation method is clarified as a two-step
procedure (as shown in Algorithm 1), which aims to map the accelerometer data segment with the
corresponding activity label to the most accurate extent (detailed in [36]).

Algorithm 1. Chang Point-Based Data Segmentation.

Input: Acceleration data stream x1, x2, . . . , xq

Output: A set of segments of S1, S2, . . . , Sn, n < a

1. Denote the sensor observations within a window as x1, x2, . . . , xn, n ≤ q, then pad analysis window
contains sensor observations x1−m, . . . , xn+m over the data stream, where n is the analysis window
length and m is the padding size.

2. Slide an index variable, l, 1 < l ≤ n, compute means: f1(l), f2(l) and variance-covariance matrices: S1(l),
S2(l) of the component distributions separated at l, recursively.

3. Calculate summary statistics before and after l, then compute the F statistic Fl at position l.
4. Choose the point l which maximises Fl as the most likely change point within a window, obtain a set of

change point indices, c1, c2, . . . , cn, n ≤ q.
5. Divide data stream into segments of S1, S2, . . . , Sn, n < a, where according to the indices of change

points, and the Si segment contains the sensor observations
[
xci , . . . , xci+1−1

]
.

At the first step, the proposed change point-based segmentation method is developed based
on the Multivariate Online Change detection Algorithm (MOCA) to detect transitions through the
multivariate data stream, and the aim of change point detection is to identify transitions in a user’s
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activity so that determining the starting position of windows [37]. MOCA detects change points
autonomously through an input data stream as follows: consider an input data stream of length q,
which consisting of a set of sensor observations x1, x2, . . . , xq. Each sensor observation x is treated as
one b element vector, here, b donates the number of sensor observations for each activity. The input
data stream may include sensor observations with multiple distributions, for instance, x1, x2, . . . , xk−1
may follow data distribution D1 while xk, xk+1, . . . , xq may follow data distribution D2. Therefore,
the overall goal of the algorithm is to identify the position in the input data stream of significant change
points k(1 ≤ k ≤ q).

Let x1, x2, . . . , xq represents the sensor observations in the acceleration data stream acquired from
the wearable accelerometer. The result of MOCA is a set of change point indices, c1, c2, . . . , cn, n ≤ q.
With the assumption that there exists a maximum of one change point per window, an analysis window
of length n is passed over the input data stream. The movement of the analysis window passing
over the input data stream may be distinct, for example, the start position of a new window is at
m + cn + 1 (m donates the padding size and c donates the number of previous windows). Conversely,
the sliding window may be implemented with the start position that increased by a predetermined
number of sensor observations. The sensor observations within a window are donated as x1, x2, . . . , xn

despite their original position within the input data stream. Following the padding method described
in [38], the side of the analysis window with m sensor observations is padding so that the analysis
window contains sensor observations x1−m, . . . , xn+m with a total number of n + 2m. This padding
guarantees enough data to calculate the summary statistics at the window extremities, as well as
results in a minimum latency of m sensor observations when executing a distinct window version of
the algorithm.

Within each window, an index variable, l, 1 < l ≤ n, is slid to subsequently calculate the
summary statistics of the component distributions before and after l. Particularly, we calculate
the means of data samples, f1(l) and f2(l), as well as variance-covariance matrices, S1(l) and S2(l),
which include the variance of data samples in the diagonals and the covariance in the off-diagonals.
Having computed summary statistics before and after l, the F statistic at position l, Fl , is calculated
according to Equation (1), where n1 = m + l− 1, n2 = n + m− l + 1, b donates the number of variables
and T2 donates the Hotelling T-squared statistic (calculated as Equation (2)), Sp donates the pooled
variance-covariance matrix (calculated as Equation (3)). The point l which maximises Fl is finally
selected as the most likely change point within a window.

Fl =
n1 + n2 − b− 1
b(n1 + n2 − 2)

T2, (1)

T2 =
(
f1 − f2

)′{Sp

(
1
n1

+
1
n2

)}−1(
f1 − f2

)
, (2)

Sp =
(n1 − 1)S1 + (n2 − 1)S2

n1 + n2 − 2
(3)

At the second step, the data steam x1, x2, . . . , xq is formally divided into segments of S1, S2, . . . , Sn,
n < a, in accordance with the indices of change points. As a result, the Si segment contains the sensor
observations

[
xci , . . . , xci+1−1

]
.

4.3. Feature Extration

Based on segmented data, the feature vector composed of time-domain features and
frequency-domain features is extracted on each window. The features are extracted by calculating on
three values of x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis of both body acceleration component and gravity acceleration
component. Moreover, the signal magnitude vector (SMV) is also used to extract features since the
SMV offers a measurement degree of activity intensity [39].
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The widely used time-domain features including mean, standard deviation, root mean squared,
median absolute deviation and correlation coefficient, are also used in this work [40]. In addition,
the signal magnitude area (SMA), which provides the energy expenditure when performing the
activities [41], and tilt angle, which offers the informative knowledge of the user orientation, are also
used in our study. The SMA can be used to distinguish a rest state and dynamic activity, and the tilt
angle is useful for transitional activities classification. The frequency-domain features used in this
study include spectral energy, spectral entropy, kurtosis, skewness, signal weighted average and largest
frequency component. Both time-domain features and frequency-domain features are extracted from
x-axis, y-axis, z-axis and SMV of body acceleration component and gravity acceleration component.
Table 2 shows the list of 77 features extracted in this study.

Table 2. Features extracted from both time domain and frequency domain.

Features Domain Feature Formulation Values

Time-domain feature

Mean 1
n ∑n

i=1 xi Body acceleration-x, Body
acceleration-y, Body acceleration-z,
Body acceleration-SMV,
Gravity acceleration-x,
Gravity acceleration-y,
Gravity acceleration-z,
Gravity acceleration-SMV

Root mean squared
√

1
n ∑n

i=1 x2
i

Standard deviation
√

1
n ∑n

i=1 (xi − x)2

Median absolute deviation median(
∣∣∣xi −medianj(xj)

∣∣∣)
Range maxi(x)−minj(x)

Signal magnitude area 1
m ∑m

j=1 ∑n
i=1|xi|

Body acceleration, Gravity
acceleration, Body acceleration-SMV,
Gravity acceleration-SMV

Correlation coefficient cov(x, y)/σxσy

Body acceleration-xy,
Body acceleration-xz,
Body acceleration-yz,
Gravity acceleration-xy,
Gravity acceleration-xz,
Gravity acceleration-yz

Tilt angle tan−1(x/
√

y2 + z2) ∗ 180/π
Body acceleration-x, Body
acceleration-y, Body acceleration-z

Frequency-domain
feature

Spectral energy 1
n ∑n

i=1 x2
i

Body acceleration-x,
Body acceleration-y,
Body acceleration-z,
Body acceleration-SMV

Spectral entropy ∑n
i=1 (ci log(ci)), ci = si/∑n

j=1 sj

Skewness E
[
( x−x

σ )
3
]

Kurtosis E[(x− x)4]/E[(x− x)2]
2

Largest frequency component argmaxi(xi)
Frequency signal
weighted average

∑n
i=1 (ixi)/∑n

j=1 xj

4.4. Ensemble Model Construction

The ensemble classifier model within in the activity recognition framework is constructed by
following a two-step procedure. The first step is to determine the diverse and accurate set of base
classifiers by comparing the performance of various single classifiers on twelve activities classification.
In this step, the extracted features are randomly selected to form the feature subspaces, using a small
training dataset rather than all feature as input to the classifier can avoid overfitting problem and
reduce the computation load. To construct the ensemble model, five commonly used classifiers:
decision tree (DT), support vector machine (SVM), k-nearest neighbors (KNN), neural network (MLP)
and naïve Bayes (NB), are considered as ensemble members [42] These six classifiers are selected
since they belong to different classifier types, which have different internal representations and biases.
The different outputs of the base classifiers represent the extent to which they disagree about the
probability distribution for the test data. This diversity would result in the disagreement with each
other over the instances covering a range of feature space.

The second step is to combine the base classifiers into the heterogeneous ensemble model by using
combination functions. The combination functions make the best use of the information gained from
the base classifiers for producing class labels predictions as accurate as possible. There are two general
categories of combination functions: fusion function and selection function. Since the output of the
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selection function typically relies on the characteristic of data instance whose class is being predicted,
which is not suitable in our work. We select majority voting function (defined as Equation (4)), which is
a typical fusion function, to combine the outputs of base classifiers. In majority voting, the outputs
from base classifiers are treated as votes on the predicted class, and the prediction with the most votes
is outputted as the final predicted class of the ensemble model.

C(x) = argmax ∑Ci(x)=y 1 (4)

As a result, 3 base classifiers (RF, KNN and DT) are selected to generate the ensemble model.
The predictions of these four classifiers, which are the results of 3 algorithms applied on 12 class
distribution datasets, are finally voted to get the final classification result.

5. Results and Discussion

To evaluate the classification performance of the proposed change point-based segmentation
method, we conducted the performance comparison with the common used non-overlapping
segmentation method and 50% overlapping segmentation method. The preprocessed dataset was
divided into windows. Here, both non-overlapping segmentation method and 50% overlapping
segmentation method used 2.56 s as the sliding window size. Afterwards, the features extracted from
segmented windows are used as input to classifier. We investigated and compared the performance of
various classifiers: SVM, KNN, DT, artificial neural network (MLP) and naïve Bayes (NB), on three
segmented datasets with the 10-fold cross-validation. To evaluate the performance of proposed
ensemble model, we used the following metrics: (1) Accuracy: the probability that an activity is
identified the same as the ground truth. (2) Sensitivity: the probability that actual positives are
correctly identified. (3) Specificity: the probability that actual negatives that are correctly identified.
(4) F-measure: the measure of a test’s accuracy.

The average accuracy of five classifiers on three segmented datasets were showed in Table 3,
and the performance of DT was used as the baseline for comparison. The performance of RF
contributed the highest accuracy of 94.21% on the segmented dataset obtained by using change
detection-based segmentation, which significantly better than the baseline, even higher than the highest
accuracy obtained from [12]. The classification results of MLP and NB were not good (72.21% and
63.45, respectively), even worse than the baseline. In terms of each segmented dataset, the average
accuracy of change point-based segmentation method, 50% overlapping segmentation method
and non-overlapping segmentation method by applying SVM classifier were 94.21%, 92.87% and
90.54%, respectively.

Table 3. Performance evaluation for the change point-based segmentation method.

Method DT SVM KNN MLP NB

Non-overlapping segmentation 86.44 90.54 92.40 69.38 60.77
50% overlapping segmentation 89.32 92.87 93.70 69.81 62.30

Change point-based segmentation 90.71 94.21 93.64 72.21 63.45

Figure 2 depicted the sensitivity of each activity class obtained by applying SVM classifier
on three segmented datasets. Generally, both non-overlapping segmentation method and 50%
overlapping segmentation method performed well in identifying static activities and dynamic activities,
while performed less well in identifying transitional activities, probably due to the durations of
transitional activities were relatively short, the windows segmented by using non-overlapping
segmentation method and 50% overlapping segmentation method contained more than one activities,
resulting in misclassification of the transitional activities. The results indicated that change point-based
segmentation method achieved better performance in terms of both overall classification accuracy and
the specific classification accuracy of transitional activities. However, compared to static activities and
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dynamic activities, change point-based segmentation method still had the relatively worse performance
on identifying transitional activities. Thus, we adopted ensemble model with random feature subspace
to enhance the performance on transitional activities classification in the next steps.Appl. Sci. 2018, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW  10 of 14 
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Figure 2. The sensitivity of each activity class obtained from three segmentation methods by applying
SVM classifier.

To determine the best classification performance for each activity class, we analyzed the confusion
matrices of each activities obtained from SVM, KNN and DT (showed in Figure 3). The confusion
matrices revealed that SVM often misclassified walking class (83 instances), stand-to-sit (25 instances)
and sit-to-stand (27 instances) to sweeping. Stand-to-walk class was frequently confused with walking
(101 instances). Sit-to-lie class was misclassified to lie-to-sit (53 instances). This may be due to these
activities share similar movements. The result showed these three classifiers have quite different
misclassifications. DT contributed less misclassified instances of stand-to-sit and sit-to-stand compared
to SVM. KNN also contributed less misclassified instances of lie-to-sit. The result illustrated that the
single classifiers cannot perform best in all evaluation measures, thus combining three single classifiers
could contribute better classification performance. Based on this, SVM, KNN and DT were selected as
ensemble members due to their excellent performance in evaluation measures. These three classifiers
had their own strengths on classifying different activities, they also provided different disagreement
with each other, which can used by majority voting to obtain a final prediction.

Table 4. Performance evaluation for the heterogeneous ensemble model (A1 = Standing, A2 = Sleeping,
A3 = Watching TV, A4 = Walking, A5 = Running, A6 = Sweeping, A7 = Stand-to-sit, A8 = Sit-to-stand,
A9 = Stand-to-walk, A10 = Walk-to-stand, A11 = Lie-to-sit, A12 = Sit-to-lie).

Performance A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 A11 A12

Accuracy 99.21 98.80 98.96 97.56 99.56 98.76 72.33 75.76 61.28 69.11 77.08 68.80
Sensitivity 0.995 0.987 0.982 0.973 0.995 0.987 0.735 0.757 0.610 0.691 0.768 0.684
Specificity 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.998 1.000 0.986 0.723 0.756 0.622 0.688 0.770 0.690
F-measure 0.991 0.979 0.984 0.970 0.997 0.988 0.773 0.792 0.635 0.716 0.788 0.688
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We evaluated the classification performance of the ensemble model constructed with SVM,
DT and KNN by applying it on the feature subspaces. The overall accuracy on twelve activity classes
achieved 96.87%. Table 4 presented high sensitivity and specificity (sensitivity was from 0.898 to
0.995, specificity was from 0.993 to 1.000) on each activity class, which illustrated that ensemble model
performed well both in identifying the positive class and negative class. The proposed ensemble model
performed extremely well in identifying running and achieved the highest F-measure score of 0.997.
The results showed that not only adopting adaptive data segmentation method, but also combining
the heterogeneous base classifiers by majority voting could significantly improve the performance of
activity recognition.

6. Conclusions

Detecting ADLs at home constitutes one of the key elements to enhance people’s quality of life
through technology. By reviewing the existing literature, we have observed that most of the proposed
activity detection solutions are not equally well adjusted for the different types of activities. In fact,
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the so-called transitional activities present a lower detection rate than the rest, due to characteristics
such as the quickness and difficulty to be predicted. This lower detection rate causes a higher
imprecision when it comes to infer a person’s behavior, which in turn may lead to wrong decisions
being made.

In this work, we have proved the feasibility of detecting all types of common activities,
including transitional activities, by using a single non-intrusive data acquisition device together
with a data processing mechanism consisting on segmenting dataset based on change points and
using heterogeneous ensemble classifiers. The empirical results show how, even though the detection
precision we have obtained is moderately lower for some static and dynamic activities, it is higher
for transitional activities up to values comparable to the other types of activities. Thus, we conclude
that our proposed solution can attain high success rates and, equally importantly, shows a balanced
performance throughout all activity types.

One important issue to be tackled is the assessment of the precision that we would obtain under
real-life conditions. In fact, all presented experiments contained activities that were adequately timed
so that the classifiers did not face windows containing mixed activities samples. Our hypothesis on
this is that it is unlikely that the number of non-homogeneous windows (i.e., windows containing
samples from different activities) in a real-life deployment would be significant with respect to the
number of homogeneous windows. This would facilitate to filter out non-homogeneous windows and
thus minimize their distortional effects.

Finally, we would like to stress that, since all our experiments have included only one
non-intrusive device, any contextual information has been left out. The addition of context information
to the output of the ensemble classifiers is something worth investigating to assess the possible benefits
on both the detection precision and the tolerance to classification errors.
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